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THi PRCBL3y AXD D^ISIGM 07 ?KS STUDY

V.'ith each 5ucc??ssivG r^en-^ntion the wealth of sci::rtif''c know-

ledge continueo to accuirulate Tt ^n ever incre-isipg pnce. In eccord-ince

with the tirr.es, the biologicel sciences ere rrovin,^ forward v;ith a new

found vigor. The nurrber of investigators increases yenrly. New

research tools end techniques are being acquired d^ily. Discoveries

are being advnnced nore rapidly than can conceivably be anticipated.

The achiever-ients listed above, plus an intensified di.s?atis-

faction with the contents -v.nd rrethods of the high school biology' courses

being offered, presented an urgent need to reforTiulate the biology

courses which were intended for secondary education. During the surr^er

of i960 , a nurrber of high school biology teachers, research biologists,

and educators ret to prepare a new biology prograrr. Eventually, three

versions of biology were produced. Each version was organized around a

conceptual theme intended to provide a b^'lanc'="' introduction to the

study of biology. In contrast to rrony of the existintr textbooks,

biology as a process of inquiry w^'S errphasized. Other writers and rub-

lishers soon abandoned the archaic 'inventory of the conclusions of

research' rrethod and followed v;ith new and current v->rsion5 of their own.

These new vjrsions have cr--vjted many additional problems for

high school biology teachers and the educators of these teachers. It is

no .aecret that the sciences are being drawn closer together by their

unifying concepts. For example, certain aspects in the fields of physics.

Paul Dehart Hurd, Biological '^.ducation in American Seconda ry
School'^ 1390-19 60 (Baltimore: l/averly Press, 1961), p. 17;5.
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mathematics, and chs.Tistry arc becominr, a rroro integral port of biology.

Subjects in calculus, physics, stHtistics, and biccheri.itry are essential

to the thorough understanding of current topics in rrany journals intended

for secondary biology teacher?.

Addittonallv. ~?'^y areas of study within the biological sciences

have become essentials in the T^re -service training of con^petent biology

teachers. Genetics, physiology, and ecology, which have previously been

considered elective, are now necessary to rrerely keep abreast of the

current high school textbooks. V/ith the continued advance of knov; ledge,

it would be sicple to visualize the teacher that does not possess these

essentials, becoming obsolete after only a few short years of teaching."^

The Problem

Statement of the problem . The purpose of this study was to

ascertain the opinions of the biology teachers in the City of Milwaukee

regarding pre-service subject matter training programs. Comnarisons of

their recorrrr.endations were then made with the existing pre-service

subject matter training programs offered by the colleges and universities

of V,'isconsin and the pre-service training of the teachers.

Subordinate objectives were (l) to determine the changes which

the high school biology teachers would recomm.end; (2) to detect any

"^Thomas A. Hutto, "Some Current Problems and Issues in the Train-
ing of Biology Teachers," School Science and iVathematics , 67:337-?6/i,
April, 19^^7; Paul Klinge, "Uihats Ahead in Biology I'Mucation ," Tne

American Biology Tbach^r., 27j3?^'» May, 19^'5; ^^'^ Fernandus Payne,
"Thougnts on the Training of Teachers," Tne American Biology Teacher ,

29:^9-52, January, I967.



trends which ray bo developing in the training of hi.j^h school biology

teachers; and (j) to determine how closely the subject mtter training

•A'hich the present biology teachers possess, corresponds to the recom-

mendations of The American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Si.ginificance of the study . In the mjority of the colleges and

universities of Wisconsin, the required subject rr.-^tter of biology tencher

preparation programs is usually of a non-suecif ic n^nture. A certain

num.ber of required hours in the field of biology and Ir one or more

related areas appears to be the chief characteristic. Course work beyond

the introductory level is usually the decision of a student's academic

advisor. However, the student is often allowed to make this decision

and, as a result, areas of study necessary for the te--;ching of biology

are often neglected.

After gaining so-ie degree of experience, biology teachers may

find thqt they have failed to receive training in certain key subjects.

In this study an atterrpt v/as made to provide evidence that experienced

biolo,gy teachers- are av;are of the areas in which future biology teachers

need specific preparation. The results of this study should prove to

be useful to colleges and universities in evaluating the pre-sjrvice

subject natter preparation of their future biology teachers.

Definitions of T^rr^s Used

Biology teacher . A biology teacher devotes at le^st two periods

of each day to the teaching of biology.

Credits . Credits are the semer>ter hours earned in v-irious subject?



or courses during tlrs teacher's pre-.-^srvice tr^lnins.

Educitor . The science educotion nd-/isor .-.nd the science rethod

professor, v.-ho are often the same perron.

Field of biolo.r;y « The field of biolo.'ry is corposed of the

following subdivisions:

Area A: Principles of biology- ch-jracteristics of living orgTO-

isms, structure end functions of plants, anirngls, and

rricroorgenisms, cell theory, health and disease.

Area B: Plant and aninnal physiolo<7y- comparative study of

functional processes of ceils, tissues, and organs,

bflai c r^echanisms of organic r.ainterance and integration,

behavior.

Area Ct Anatory and irorphology- gro\*th and developr^ent, corpar-

ative study of structure, microtechnique, preparation
and use of biological materials.

Area D: Ecology and conservation- relationships of plants and

animals to the physical and biological conditions under

which they live, adaptation of structure and function,

organization and interrelationship of comrunitics,
dispersal and distribution, conservation of naturs^.l

resources.

Area E: 'S-eretics- principles of heredity, evolution .3

High school . Any school which includes the tenth through the

twelfth grades.

'5

-'Cooperative Coirrrittes (A.iA5), "I-iecommendations for the Preparation
of High School Teacher's of Science ;\nd y<st hematics -1959," The American
Biology Teacher , 21:308-312, November, 1959; Guidelines for ?rep-.rat ion
Prof7roms of Te^ichers of S^^ord.-ry School Science nnd .^•'th'r-atl.cr, , A R.eport
Prepared by the National Association of State Directors of Teacher
Education and Certification and the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science (Washington, D. C.^ AAAS, 19^-1), pp. l-l6.
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Junior hi/rh school . Any school which includes th-3 s^jv^inth

through the ninth grades.

Pre-sgrvicg tr^inin.;;: . The education which 3 person recsive.g

before he actup.lly begins to teach, is defined as pre -service tr-iining.

Profess! onul education . Professional educnticr C3psi3ts of only

the methods of teaching subject and student teaching.

Qualification to tench . In order to teach in the stats of

'Wisconsin, each teacher rrust meet the requirements of the Vvisconsin

State Board of 2ducsti'ir. For minirrium certif ic-ition a teacher needs

thirty -four semester hours in the subject to be taught and twenty-two

seniester hours in the ir-.inor field.

Related subjects . Subjects taken in the fields of cherristry,

physics, rrathematics, or geology are considered to be related subjects.

Subject r^atter preparation . The nortion of the teacher's pre-

service training devoted to the study of the subject (biology) to be

taught.

Lirritations and Design of the Study

This study was lirited to and based on data concerning the biology

teachers employed by the C'.ty of Mlwaukee Public School System durint;

^Elizabeth H. 'Woellner and M. Aurilla Wood, Ke'i-uirer'^'nts for
Certification (thirty -first edition; Chicago: The University of Chicago
Prea.j, 1966), pp. 154-33-
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the 1966-67 school year. Only Instructors who werr t.^-3chi",^ two or rrors

classes of biolor-j- d.^ily were consid?r?3 in th^ stiidy.

Sinc6 nsithsr transcripts nor copies of undergr-adunto preparation

could be supplied by the ?'''ilwaukee Pu'-^lic School Systor, it was necess'^ry

to collect all pertinent data by rr^eans of 3 que.-^tionnaire . The question-

naire included d-ata concerrinr; (l) te;-ich"r opinion of twenty-four key

preparation subjects snd (C) pre-s=rvtce tr-iinin-f^ in th" sarre twenty-

four subjects.

Q,ue St i on nai res were sent to a total of seventy -seven teachers.

Seventy-one of these teachers were teachin,'^ in the city's fift'-'^r high

schools, while the rerpiining six were teaching advanced students in six

of the city's junior hic'^h schools. Replies concerning teacher opinion

were received frorr 79 P-r cent of the teachers, while Hi per cent of

the teachers replied concerning their own pre-service training.

Information v.-as also obtained frorr. the bulletins of twenty-nine

colleges and universities in V/isconsin. Included were data concerning

the required subjects in bioio;;:;y, the recuired nuirber of hours in

biolo^'-y, and the su/^^ested subjects in the related sciences.



RSVI5'.v OF •THfi; LIT2RATIIRS

A concern about the nature of sci'jnce t'iHching in ths high

schools has bsen th3 cause of much di scusni on . The attentions of many

well known individuals and countless organizations have bo^n drawn into

the debate. This realization of the irrport-ince of science in the

education of youth has resulted in nun-i-erous studies intended for the

betterrrent of science education.

As a result, the literature has bscorr.e infiltrated with nurrerous

inquiries into the academic and professional background of science

teachers. Terhaps, the r,ost irr^portant aspect of any hi.'^h school biology

course is the corrpetency of the classroom teacher. The high school

teacher is currently recognized as the key toward increasing the supply

of raw r^ate rial from which future scientists, engineers and science

teachers may be trained.

The professional teacher of biology needs to understand rrore than

the biological sciences. Underst inding the subject to be taught is

necessary, but not a sufficient condition for good or professional

biology teaching.-* Nevertheless, an individual can not be a successful

teacher of biology without a coherent grasp of the subject. This can

be attained only by training the individual well beyond the intro-

ductory level."

-'Huldn Grobrran, '\vhy Aren't There I'^ore Good Teachers?," The
American hioLogy Teat'her , 28:l6Zi, iVarch, 19n6; Ja.'nes T, Hobinson,
"Biology >yethod Courses," The American Biology Teacher, 23:309,
Ueceinber, 19 ''•6.

James Bryant Conant, The Pklucntion of An'eric m Teachers (Kew York:

WcGraw iiill 3ook Gorrp-iny, Inc., I963), p. 107.
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Literature concerning the acaderrlc preparation of high school

biologi' teachers can he divided into two major arsas. These areas

include (1) the actual preparation of biology teachers and (2) the rs com-

mended preparation of biology teachers.

Literature on the Preparation of Biolo.'^y Teacher?

As part of a study conducted in 1950 # Nelson''' analyzed the prs-

service training of sixty-one beginning biology teachers in the state

of Illinois. Course work taken in general biology, zoology, botany,

ecology, bacteriology, and physiology constituted training in the bio-

logical sciences. For the majority of teachers, training was unevenly

distributed in the previously mentioned areas. Sore of the teachers had

failed to receive training in zoology, while others were void of train-

ing in botany. Finally, when compared to their credits in other areas

of biology, many had received negligible training in the fields of botany

and zoology.

The range of training in science subject matter was found to be

from 12 to 95 serrester hours with a median of k7 hours. In the field of

biology, the teachers had received from three to 77 hours of training.

The median, at 2^i.6 semester hours, was the equivalent of two subjects

short of a major. Thirty-eight per cent were without training In physics.

It was also found that 22 per cent had received no training In chamistry.

"^T. A. Nelson, "Wh.it Adr.inistrators V.'ant In the Training of Science

Teachers and the Actual Training of Beginning Biology Ifeachers In the

State of Illinois," Science Sducation . kO:2li-h3, February, 195^»



Slsven teachers or 17 P^r csr.-t cf the s-jrple wrire lacking training in

both subjects. T.'o rre^surerent was conducted concerning rrather?,tlcs»

Pella amlyzea the preparation of 3^7 -visconsin biology teachers

during the 195^>-57 school ye^r. The average ttsacher of biology had

spent tine equivalent to one -half of a baccalaureate degree studying

science and matherr^atics. The range in the nur^ber of sciance credits

earned was from five to 100, with a median of iil. Kovaver, 5^ P*r cant

of the teachers had less than twenty hours of credit ir biology. This

would be the equivalent of two or three subjects beyond the introductory

level. Physics was included in the acader-ic preparation of 59 P'^r cent

of the teachers, while credits in cherristry had been earned by 30 per

cent of the teachers. Two-thirds of the teachers had received soire

training in niathematics.

9
As part of a survey conducted in 1957 « Baker and Brooks found

that only 37.6 per cent of the science teachers had actually majored in

a science field. Of the 539 teachers who taught biology, only fifty

were full time biology teachers. At the time, certification allowed any-

one with twenty-four hours of college science to teach high school

biology. It was necessary that six of th? twe"-^- " • ,_s be in the

field of biology.

'"-Xilton 0. Pella, "Th:; Nature of the Academic Preparation in

Science of V.'isconcin High School Teachers of Physics, Gheristry, Biology,
and General Science," Science Education , ii2:115-122, Karch, 195^*

•'Vi'eldon N. Baker and Kerle si. Brooks, "Preparation of Kansas High
School Teachers of Science," The American Biolo.'zy Teacher . 20:132-13'!,

April. 1953.
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Of the biolo^ teachers, A6 p-r C'^nt hnd received credit in

zoology, 5'^ T5«r cent in botany, k7 P^r c^nt in general biology, 3nd

only 13 per cent in field biology. In the relnted areas, 08 per cent

had earned credit in the introductory chemistry course, ?7 per cent in

organic cheinistry, and kk per c-;nt in physics.

Also in 1957, Koelsche rrade a survey of the acaderric preparation

of 2/1O biology teachers in Ohio. The rr.edian nuirber of credits earned

in the cor.bined science areas was 33. For biology subjects, the median

was 2k semester hours. Only 30 per cent of the biology teachers had

enough serrester hours to possess the equivalent of an acaderric rrajor in

the biological sciences. CJreater than ten per cent h-rd received only

the two introductory subjects or less.

Chemistry was rrissing in the nreparation of one -h-- If of the

teachers, while less than one-third of the teachers had received any

training in physics. The median for cherr.istry was the equivalent of

three subjects. The ecuivjlnint of two courses constituted the median

for physics.

In 1964, Vj'atson conducted a survey which reported the freouency

of courses as reported by thirty-nine prize fellowship seniors majoring

in biology at thirty -four -^-'""--s^ In rppthematlcs, 23 per cent had

"'Charles L. "roelsche, "The Academic and Teaching Backgrounds of

Secondary Science Te icr-rs in the State of Ohio," Science Sducntion,
iO:13a-139. Karch, 1959.

l-^Fletcher G. Watson, "To the Gcunoil on the Education of Teachers
of Science," The /vrrerican Biolo/ry ""eacher, ^7:11-17. January, 1965.
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recftlved credit In calculus, while only 15 PT c-nt could report credit

In statistics. Physics, or a course in physical science, was reported

by 85 per cent of the seniors. Four of the thirty-nine hod not even

received a single credit in chemistry. Credits in o^g^nlc cherristry

were possessed by hk P^r cent. Projections from this figure would give

a low percentage of seniors with credit in either biochsiristry or

physical chemistry. Only 33 per cent had taken a basic geology course.

Variations of percentages of the twelve surveyed subjects in the

biological science were even more pronounced. The credits w-^re as

followst General Biology - 100 per cent; Genetics - 77 per cent; Verte-

brate Anatomy - 7k per cent; Physiology - Sk per cent; N^lcroblology - hk

per cent; Taxonomy - 38 per cent; Ecology - 36 per cent; Field Biology -

23 per cent; Invertebrate Zoology - ?6 per cent; Embryology - 23 per cent;

Evolution - 15 per cent; and. Conservation - 10 per cent.

12
Finally, Stewart prepared a study for the purpose of showing

how science student teachers were trained at North Carolina College

during the ten year period of I95I-I96I. Only kk per cent of 19ii student

teachers had completed more than thirty hours of biology. Of even more

significance, over 90 per cent were deficient in mathem.atics and physics.

Only 6 per cent of the students possessed a minor In mathematics. There

were no minors In physics.

^2john L. Stewart, "A Report on the Training of Science Student
Teachers for the Secondary Schools at the North Carolina College at

Durham," School Science and KathemMtics . hk''27l-Sl, April, I964,
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A majority of the larga scale surveys''-^ conducted reveal that

mora than one -fifth of all science teachers have fewer than twenty

semester hours of credit in the field of science. In the larger schools

this figure may be nearer to forty semester hours. Even these facts

often conceal the inappropriateness of the instructor's scientific back-

ground for his assignment. Hurd^ has found that approximately 80 per

cent of the biology teachers are graduates of liberal arts colleges or

universities. The majority of these possess academic majors in botany,

zoology, physiology, or bacteriology. The r-jsult, which is inappropriate

for a high school biology teacher, is an all too narrow view of the field.

Lit;;rature on Progr.'-ima of Frrp-jration for Biolo.gy Teachers

In 1949, oahoon -^ cited the President's Scientific Research Board

on Manpower for Rssearch, and mentioned the following recomrrv-ndationa

in regard to the pre -service training of s-jcondary science teachersi

(l)Gertification should be in closely related subjects

within the broad area of science and miatheioatics.

(2)Approximately one -half of the program or sixty semester

hours should be allotted to the comprehensive teaching area of

science and mathematics..

l3Herbert A. Smith and Ouy B. Homan , "The Academic and Professional

Preparation of Teachers of Science," R-;view of Educational Research .

3I129I, June, 1961.

l^Paul Dehart Kurd, "The Education of Secondary School Biology-

Teachers," The /onerican Biolo^Ty Tcach-^r . 2/1x327-31. f'-fi/f 19^2.

1-^Science and Pub li c Policy . Vol. 4, p. 59 # cited by George P.

Gaboon, "Teaching Science for General Education in the Secondary School,"

School Scienc-; and Math.'^matics . 49x237, April, 1949.
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(3)^v-ry tftachcr of scicnc! should ccnplste the basic
cours.'ss (six to t«n s-msst^r hours) in biology, ch'srristry,

cathsrrytics-, and physics.

(i;)A minimum of cij^hteen s-ir-^stsr hours of 5)tudy should be

rsquired for certification in 3 particular subject.

(5)'rh5 compr-hf^nsiv* area should include study b'jyond the

basic course in at l^ast two and prsfnrably three of th!:> sciences

(the sixty serr^ester hours will allow for ei.^hteen hours in three

subjects and six hours in the fourth science.)

Recommendations, with a great deal of similarity, have been

offered by other groups and individuals. Administrators have indicated

that they prefer teachers with scientific training spread over S'jveral

fields, and intensive training in one of these fields. They have also

indicated a preference for teachers -/.ho po.-^sess sufficient training to

teach in more than one field. Intensive training in one fi^id and neg-

ligence in the other scientific areas have been given a consistent low

16
rating by administrators.

17
The American Association for the Advancement of Science has

proposed a common core of subjects for all future science teachers.

Included in the corrmon core are the introductory subjects in biology,

chemistry, physics, earth science, and mathematics. Recommendations for

a biology major are thirty sem:ester hours in biology and t-'ilve semester

^"T. A, Nelson, "'ivhat A'-' rlstrators want in tn-: draining of
Science Teachers and the Actu . '^raining of Beginning Science Teachers
in the State of Illinois," Sc.'.- ice Education , kO:?h-h3, -February, 1936.

"^'Cooperative Committee (A.'.AS), "Recommendation for the Pr-paration
of High School Teacher's of Science and >ithematics-1959 ," The Am«rican
Biology Teacher , 2l:?S7, TJovember, 1959; G. IC. Hodenfi-ld and T. K,
Stinnett, The lOducation of Teach-^rs (Hnglewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice
Hall, l-^'-l), p. 36.
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hours in ch-^rifstry. Projections into a fifth ysar of trainin.r; would

raise ths biolo.JTy credita to forty-two .""r-'.-st-^r hours Tnd th? ch-rri^try

totals to sixt»-^n s-^trest-jr hours. During th^ fiv; y.^v treinin,^ p?.rio-l,

a prospective teich^r would rr;c?iv-; •^ijhty-on'^ ^^r'^st'^r hours of Gr";.Iit

in the field of science. Oonant n-sint3in>?d that tv/elv- cours-;? or thirty-

six hours are necessary to g-:\in a coherent grasp of biology. He r^com-

13
mended sixteen courses or forty-eip;ht hours as a teaching rinirurr.

Hurd has suggested that good teachers should be educated far

beyond the level they are expected to teach. Ke insisted that biology

teachers must be qualified for graduate '.vork in the field and capable

of curriculurr. iirproverient. Finally, he recorrrended that a general

biology course be taken by each student after he has obtained his special-

ized biological training. The course would present a synoptic view of

19
the student's background.

18
Conant, 0£. cit . , p. 107.

19
Paul Dehart Hurd, "'l^e ^^ducntion of Secondary School Biology

Teachers," The Ar,--?ric3n Biolo'^y Teacher, Pi;: 327 -111, Fay, 19^2,



PHiiSiNTATICN .\NU I>c'< MSfolS CF DATA

As has been stated previously, teacher response to the cueBtion-

naire included data concernin;^ (1) teacher opinion of twenty -four

preparation subjects and (?) pre -service training in the sarre twenty-four

subjects. Of the seventy-seven biolOr7,y teachers included in the sarrple,

sixty-one (79«? P"?? cert) responded to the teacher opinion ?:ection while

fifty-seven (7/i.Q per cent) responded to the section concerning pre-

service training.

The data regarding teacher opinion of related subject ratter are

presented in Table I, page l6. Sxarination of the table revealed that

the field of cherristry received a greater number of required and recoir;-

mended ratings than the other related fields. General cha'-istry vas

considered a required subject by 91*3 per cent of the respondents.

Organic chemistry was selected by two-thirds of the teachers and biocher:-

istry was picked by 55»7 per cent of the teachers, a ninor in the field

of cherristry is indicated.

Although there has bean an increased erphasis on mathematics and

the physical sciences in biological investigations, subjects in th«se

areas did not receive high r-itings. Alrnost one-half of the replying

teachers thought c^.lculus to be unneces.aary. Statistics was either recom-

mended or recuired by 53*7 per cent of the te-:chers. Only 3?. 3 p-^r cent

would require an introductory course in geology while 5?'5 P^i" cent con-

sidered paleontology to be of value. Only 29*3 per c-^nt of the teachors

would renuire phy.'ncs. However, an additional 37,7 per cant rpco;r.r:endad

the aubiect.
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The Americsn Assoc latio'i for t;he Advancer;ent of Scierce has

suggested a corrrron core of subject" f or all secondary science teachers.*^

It would consist of the introductory courses in biology, earth science.

chemistry, physics, and rathe-iatics. The introductory biolo/Q^ subjects

will be discu.'^sed 'with Table II, page: 13. Cor'.cerning cheiristry, both

the teachers and the Association ware in agre--^nert. Additionally, the

teachers recorcended chemistry as the second -•:irea of daveloprrent . Physics

was inodrtrately recomt^ended while intr oductory earth science was left as

an elective.

Presented in Table II, pa'-e 13 , are dat;3 conoeF-nlng teacher

opinion of the subjects in the field of biolo;:y. Nine of the fourteen

subjects were selected as irperative subjects by two-thirds or ^ore of

the respondents. The major areas of biology, as selected by the Arr-erican

Association for the Advancerent of Science, >€ire represented by one or

21
more of the nine subjects. Both botany and zoology, the two basic

introductory subjects, were selected as renuiretnents by 93. ii per cent.

This was the highest rating given to any of thle subjects. Genetics and

physiology, which are two of the irajor areas, were indicated by 90.2 per

cent and oj.2 per cent of the sarrple respectively. The areas of anatomy

and rT:orphology were represented by ve r tebr ate anatorry (32.0 per cent)

and invertebrate T'.oology {iS-h Psi' c? n t ) . The final area, ecology and

conservation, was represented by two subjects: ecology was s?lect9d by

Cooperative 3or:""ittee (aAAS) , lor. ci

^^Ibid.
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21

FREQUENCY 'OF SUBJECTS, FOR AT LEAST ONE SEMESTER,
AS RSPORTED BY FIFTY-SE'/EN MILWAUKEE

SECONDARY BIOLOGY TEACHERS,
1966-67

Subjects Nurcber of

teach'^rs

Percentage of

teachers

Related Subjects:

Calculus 12 21.5
Statistics 23 kO,k
Physics 35 6l.a
General Chemistry 50 87.7
Organic Ghnirl;stry 27 k7.k
Biochemistry 17 29.8
Geology 25 ii3.6

Paleontology k 7.0

Biology:

Botany 53 93.0
Zoology 56 98.3
Microbiology 27 1x7 .h
Physiology 51 89.5
Vertebrate Ansjtomy kh 73.6
Genetics 51 89.5
Evolution 19 33.3
Ecology 37 62i.9

Taxonomy 27 h7.k
Embryology 26 i;5.6

Invertebrate 2Zoology 3h • 59.6
Field Biology 28 ii9.1

Conservation h5 78.9
Microtechnique1 21 36.8

Professional Educati on

:

Methods of Teaching 52 91.2
Student TeachinS 53 93.0
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majority of the respondents. Credit in general cheiristry was reported

by 37.7 per cent of the teachers but only 6l.J!j. per cent of the teachers

had received training in physics. Training in earth science was

deficient, as 43.6 per cent Indicated credit in introductory geology.

Only four (7.0 per cent) of the teachers reported credit in paleontology.

Seventeen of the twenty-two teachers who failed to receive credit In

physics also failed to receive credit in geology. Two of these teachers

were also void of training in chemistry.

With the exception of chemistry, many of the current biology

teachers do not meet the recommendations of the American Association for

22
the Advancement of Science. However, the majority did not possess a

minor In chemistry since only k7'k per cent of the teachers reported

credit in organic chemistry and 29»8 per cent reported credit In

biochemistry.

No provision was made for the measurement of introductory

mathematics. However, Calculus had been taken by 21.5 per cent of the

teachers while 40«4 per cent of the teachers had received credit In

statistics.

The most frequently reported subjects In biology were zoology (98.3

per cent), botany (93»0 per cent), physiology (89.5 per cent), and genetics

(89.5 per cent). Credit In these four subjects not only satisfies recom-

mendations in three of the five major areas of biology, but also gives

the teacher a broad foundation in the field of biology. ^3 Vertebrate

22ibid,

23ibid.
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anatorry (73.6 per cent) was thi? most fre'-uently trentioned subject in the

area of anatory and rrorpholos^j . Thg state required subject in conser-

vation had been taken by 73.9 F^r cent of the teachers. Credit in sose

phase of scolo.'t^y had been earned by ^/i.9 per c=nt of the te ichers.

Although it was not arranrred in tabular forr, further analysis of

the data revealed that twelve (?1.1 per cert) of the teachers were

deficient in one or rore of the mjor areas in the biolofi;ical sciences,

three were deficient in rrore than one araa, and one was deficient in

principles of biology, genetics, and ecology and conservition . Con-

cerning the other two, one was minus trainin.r in physiology and anatomy

while the other was void of credits in ecology and genetics.

Nine of the fifty-four teachers, with training in the area of

ecology and conservation, had received credit in only one subject. For

six of these teachers the credit was in conservation. Only ore subject

was t.'\ken by sixteen of the fifty-six teachers with credit in the area

of anatomy and rrorphology. For nine of thasa teachers the credit was- in

vertebrate anatomy. Five had received credit for invertebrate zoology.

In the area of professional education, 93*^ T-"^^ cent of the

teachera had credit in student teaching and 9i«? P'^'' cant indicated

credit in nr-ithods of teaching. Two te-jchers had also recieved training

in B. S. C. S. methods. It is probable that teachers void of credit in

this area beg m taaching before methods courses and student teaching

were state certification reciuiremcnts

.

In Table V, page 2k, a comparison was conducted of the p-u-cantage

of teachers with credit in a subject and the percentage of taacls-arti
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PERCENTAGE OO^TABllSON OF ACTUAL TEACHFJ? CREDITS

AKD "BSCUIRED" RESPONSE .(VS INDICATED' BY
SIXTY-ONE WILWAUICEE SECONDARY
BIOLOGY TSACIHuERS, 1966-67

Subjects •Required" Actual credits

response

Rslated Subjects

t

Calculus 0.0 21.5

Statistics 13.1 40.4

Physics 29.5 61.4

General Cherristry 91.3 87.7
Organic Chemistry 68.3 47.4
Biochemistry 55.7 29.8

Geology 3?.S 43.6
Paleontology 14.6 7.0

Biology:

Botany 93.4 93.0
Zoology 98.4 98.3
Microbiology 68.9 47.4
Physiology 85.2 39.5
Vertebrate Anatomy 82.0 73.6
Genetics 90.2 80.5
Evolution 49.2 33.3
Ecology 80.4 64.9
Taxonorriy 1x7.6 47.4
Embryology 59.0 45.6
Invertebrate Zoology 75.4 59.6
Field Biology 67.2 49.1
Conservation 52.5 78.9
Microtechnique 37.7 36.

S

Professional Education:

Methods of Teaching 72.1 91.2
Student Teaching 90.2 93.0
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indicating thst a subject should be required of future biology te-jchors.

There was a significant difference in the response for six of the related

subjects, eight of the biolof^y subjects, and one of the professional

education subjects. The "required" response wds lower than the tactual

credits response for the professional education subjects and in four of

the six related subjects. The reverse situation was true for the

biology subjects since the response for requirer.ent was higher than the

actual credit response for seven of the ei-.^ht subjects.

The greater declines in "recuired" response were evident in physics

and niatheiratics. Credit in physics was earned by ^^l.k per cent of the

sample but less than one -third (29o P'^'^ cent) of this nun^ber would

require this subject of future biolo.^y teachers. This contrasts with the

recominendations of many national croups and r.ost of the colleges and

universities in Wisconsin. Although credit in Calculus was earned by

rore than one -fifth of the biolo>-y teachers, none thought that it should

become a requirement. Statistics was listed as a requirerrent by 13»1

per cent of the sarcle, 'Phis was a difference of 27.3 P^^ cent frcrr the

naT.ber which had received credit in the subject.

Less than one-third (32.3 per cent) of the teachers would require

a subject in geology. This was 10.3 per cent less than the actual credit

response. Paleontology would be required by lli..3 per cent but only 7.0

per cent of the teachers reported credit in the subject.

Siz'.ible differences were recorded in the advanced cherristry sub-

jects. The nurr.ber which would rerraire org-inic charistry wis 21./, per cent

higher than the nurrber which had received credit in the subject. A
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siirllar difference of 25.9 per cent was recorded for biocheniistry. The

teachers have Indicated that advanced training in chercistry is necessary.

It is not inconceivable to visualize a double major consisting of biology

and organic oriented cherr.istry to be required of all future biology

teachers.

Ko appreciable difference between the two categories was

recorded for botany, zoology, physiology, genetics, taxonomy, and micro-

technique. Increases in microbiology {k7-k to 63.9 per cent), evolution

(33*3 to 1;9.? per cent), embryology (.Ii3.6 to 59.0 per cent), ecology

(6ii.9 to 80.4 per cent), and field biology Cii9.1 to 67.2 per cent)

illustrate the increased interest and emphasis in these areas. The only

significant difference (26. Zi per cent) was recorded in conservation.

Only one-half (52.5 per cent) of the teachers felt that the state

required subject was necessary. With the 15.5 per cent increase in

ecology, and the 18.1 per cent increase in field biology, it would appear

that the biology teachers may prefer a more complete view of nature.

There was a difference of I9.I per cent between the two categories

in regard to rrethods of teaching. Thirteen of the seventeen teachers

who did not believe credit in methods of teaching was necessary had

received credit in the subject themselves. Jour of the five teachers

who did not possess credit in tr.3 subject were cf the opinion that it

should be required.

Data regarding the range of pre -service subjects in biology are

presented in Table VI, page 2?. Credit in six to eight of the biology

subjects can generally be regarded as a minor in the field. Slightly
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more than one-third (35«- per cent) of the teachers were in this cate-

gory. Thirty -five of the teachers possessed the equivalent of a rajor.

Teachers who had earned credit in at least nine subjects vould have no

difficulty in meeting the state reauireirent of thirty-four hours in the

major field. The ten teachers within the upper grouping would easily

meet the recomnendation of sixty or irore hours in the field of science.

Only two teachers possessed less than a minor while two others indicated

credit in the fourteen subjects included in the survey.

A proposed plan for the pre-service training of biology teachers

is presented in Table VII, page 29* The opinions of the sixty-one

responding biology teachers provided the basis for the arrangement, A

question may arise at this point concerning the qualifications of

teachers in selecting a curriculum for the training of biology teachers.

Lozonoff found "that, among the people most suited to determine the

preparation for teaching, the classroom teacher must be considered."

Novak and Brooks found that teacher recomm.end-itions for college

preparation programs in science were sonewhat modest when compared to

the reconnendations of m^any national committees. However, these sam^e

25
recommendations exceeded most certification requirements. It is the

contention from this study that experienced biology teachers need

'^^'aul Lozonoff, "The Effectiveness of Higher Institution's in
the Preparation of Biology Teachers," The Americ-in Biology Teacher ,

27:13, January, I965.

^-'Joseph D, Novak and jVerle E. Brooks, "College Preparation of
Science Teachers," The Science Te-ichcr , 26:i;73t November, 1959-
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specific preparation.

In order for a subject to be listed as a renuirerrent, it was

necessary that a minimura of two-thirds of the sample indicate the

"required* response. If the "required" response was less than two-thirds,

then the subject could be listed as recommended, elective, or unnecessary.

A. subject would be considered recoirr.ended if (l) less than two-thirds of

the sample considered it required, but (2) a combination of required and

recomoecded responses totaled two-thirds of the sariple or greater.

Elective and unnecessary subjects were calculated in a siirilar manner.

The proposed program would consist of required subjects in pro-

fessional education, chemistry, and biology. Vsthods of teaching and

student teaching would be required subjects. There was an indication

that teachers would prefer the methods of te.aching subject to be in

biology. Since credit varies in different institutions, no semester hours

of credit can be assigned to the subjects.

A major in biology rnd a minor in chemistry would be required of

all future biology teacher -. The minor in chemistry would include

credits in two s--;mester.? of bot^ 'T'""ier?,l chemistry and organic chemistry.

The major in biology would require thirty -six to thirby-n_ - semester

hours of credit and nine subjects in the field of bio'.o.Ty, Zoology,

botany, and microbiology usually carry five ser>8ster hours of credit.

Depending upon the institution, four or five semester hours of credit

may be granted for physiology, vertebrate anatomy, and invertebrate

zoology. Three semester hours of credit are given for each course in

genetics, ecology, and field biology.
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Strongly recomcended are two related subjects, physics and biochem-

istry. Embryology, conservation, microtechnique, taxonomy, and evolution

were the biology subjects recommended by the sample. However, these

subjects would add an additional twenty-eight sernester hours to the pro-

gram. In order to receive credit in all the required and recommended

subjects, it would be necessary to establish a five year program for the

training of biology teachers.

Statistics, geology, and paleontology were considered to be

electives. Calculus was the only subject that was considered to be

unnecessary.



SUmABY, CO.NGUJSIONS, AND IECO.yy£NDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to ascertain the opinions of the

biology teachers in the City of yilwaukee regarding pre -service subject

matter training programs. Gorrparisons of their racoromendations were then

made with the existing pre-servlce subject matter training programs

offered by the colleges and universities of Wisconsin and the pre-service

training of the teachers. It was assurced that biology teachers were

capable of pinpointing the necessary areas of concentration*

Summary . All pertinent data were collected by ceans of a question-

naire. It included data concerning (1) teacher opinion of twenty-four

key preparation subjects and (2) pre-service training in the satre twenty-

four subjects. Data concerning the required subjects in biology, the

required nimber of hours in biology, and the suggested subjects in the

related sciences were obtained from the bulletins of twenty-nine colleges

and universities in Wisconsin.

A suirer.ary of the data follows:

(1) Ratings reported by the sample placed a higher value on

subjects in the field of chemistry than the subjects in the ether related

sciences. General chemistry was considered necessary by 91*8 per cent,

organic chemistry by 63.8 per cent, and biochorristry by 55«7 per csnt.

(2) Teachers were not in complete agreement with a 'corrxon core

of subjects' as proposed by the American Association for the Advancement

26
of Science.

26,Cooperative Committee (AAAS), loc . e 1

t

.
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(3) The teachers Indicated that th*?/ would require botany,

zoology, genetics, physiology, vertebrate anatomy, invertebrate zoology,

ecology, field biology, and microbiology. Each of the five major areas

of biology were represented by one or more of these subjects.

(4) Only 72.1 per cent of the respondents would require methods

of teaching. There was an indication that the subject should be con-

structed specifically for the teaching area.

(5) with the exception of general chemistry (87.7 per cant) and

physics (61.4 per cent), the majority of teachers were deficient of

credit in the related sciences.

(6) Of the fifty-seven reporting teachers, 73.9 psr cent liacl

received credit in each of the five major areas. Zoology (98.3 per cent),

botany (93.0 per cent), physiology (39.5 P«r cent), and genetics (89.5

per cent) were the most frequently reported subjects.

(7) The teachers have Indicated that advanced training In chemistry

Is necessary. Organic oriented subjects leading toward a double major

in biology and chemistry Is advisable.

(8) Almost one -half of the teachers were In opposition to a state

required subject in conservation.

(9) More than one-third of the teachers did not possess the

equivalent of a major In biology. However, 6l,li per cent of the teachers

found no difficulty In meeting the state roqulrerrent of thirty-four

semester hours In the major field.

(10) Credit In a number of subjects should be emphasized In

preference to semester hour credit.
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(11) ^ pre -service program of thirty-six to thirty-nine hours in

nine biology subjects and a minor in chemistry were recommended by the

sample

.

Conclusiona . From the study it may bs concluded that the majority

of biology teachers of the City of Milwaukee had taken an adequate

number of subjects and semester hours in the field of biology. There

was an even stronger indication that the subjects were divided evenly

over the major areas of biology. It is realized that the number of

credits or credit in particular subjects does not necessarily make an

individual a better teacher. However, it has been indicated that the

amount of academic credit does have some bearing on the adequacy of

teacher preparation.

As was expected, the teachers were somewhat deficient in the

related subjects, A possible explaination could be that course

selections in the physical sciences and mathematics are often limited to

academic majors. As a result, the major emphasis is upon the natural

sciences. '

The discrepancy between actual credits earned and the "required"

response for the related subjects was somewhat unexpected. It was

evident that, with the exception of chemistry, these subjects were

lightly regarded. It was also apparent that many science education

advisors did recomrend such subjects for their stxidents. ^to^a than

likely, there is a realization that (1) the state of scientific know-

^''^Lozonoff , loc. cit .
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ladg© la continually changing and (2) despits the fact of specialization,

the sciences are being continually drawn together by certain unifying

concepts.

Qualifications for graduation and certification are most often

expressed as a certain number of hours. There Is an indication that

credit In a nuicber of subjects or areas would be more realistic. A

teacher with thirty-four semester hours of training spread over the five

major areas should be more adequately qualified than a teacher who

specialized in one area.

Finally, the respondents' opinion of future pre -service training

exceeds the current state requirements for certification. It la also

more specific than the requirements listed In the bulletins of the

colleges and universities In Wisconsin. However, their recocmendatlons

eure low In the related science areas when com.pared to the recommenda-

tions of the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Recommendations . The following recommendations are based upon

the summary and conclusions of this survey

i

(1) State certification and graduation requirements should be

made more specific.

(2) Credit In the number of subjects or areas should be emphasized

In preference to semester hour credit.

(3) The methods of teaching subject should be constructed to be

specific for the teaching area.

(4) A minor In chemistry, which would Include two sem.esters of

organic chemistry. Is mandatory. Training In biochemistry is strongly
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advisable,

(5) A major in biology consisting of approximately thlrty-slx

semester hours in nine subjects Is a minlmun).

(6) Introductory subjects in the related areas are advisable.
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Kay 8, 1967

The attached questionnaire is concerned with determining the opinions of

biology teachers regarding undergraduate subject matter preparation of

future biology teachers. It Is hoped that the result of this study will

provide a preliminary basis for Improving the pre-servlce subject matter

preparation of the future biology teachers.

I am particularly desirous of bbtalnlng your response since your experience

as a biology teacher makes you aware of the areas In which future teachers

need specific preparation. The questionnaire has bean pretested and

revised to obtain all of the necessary data while requiring a minimum of

your time.

It will be appreciated If you will complete the questionnaire prior to

Kay 15 and return It In the enclosed steimped envelope. Other phases of

this research cannot be carried out until I receive all of the question-

naire results.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Vincent L. Santlne



k2

Instructions

Page 1

Please place a check In the space provided for the subject

which you feel should be (a) required, (b) reoommended*

(c) left as elective, or (d) considered unnecessary in

the pre-servlce training of biology teachers.

Page 2

Please place a check in the space provided to indicate whether

-

you have or have not received undergraduate credit in each

subject. If you have, indicate the number of serester hour

credits.

Please use the reverse side for extra courses or cororrents if

necessary.

Do you wish to receive a copy of the summary of the results:

Yes No

If yesi

Name t

Address:

.
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,1

Subjects Credits No Credits Number of Credits

Calculus

Statistics

Physics

General Chemistry

Orffanlo Chemistry

Biochemistry

Geolosy

Paleontology

Botany

Zoolo/or

Vertebrate Anatomy

Invertebrate Zoology

Physlolopiy

Embrvoloc;y

WlcroblolORy

Genetics

Ecology

Field Blolopy

Conservation

Taxonomy

Microtechnique

Evolution

Methods of Toachln/j;

Student Teachlnp;

Others-Please Specify,

•



u
Subjects Require Recorrmend Elective Unnecessary

Calculus

Statistics

Physics

General Chstnlstry

Organic Chemistry

Biochemistry

SaoloRy

Paleontolo«r

3otany

Zoology

Vertebrate Anatomy

Invertebrate Zoology

Physiology

Embryology

Mlcroblolo/QT

jenetlcs

Ecolopiy

Field Biology

Conservation

Taxonomy

Microtechnique

Evolution

Methods of Teaching

Student Teachlnp;

Others-Please
Specify.

1 i
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The purpose of this study was to ascertain tho opinions of the

biology teachers in the City of Milwaukee regarding pre -service subject

matter training programs. Comparisons of their recomrrendntions w^re

then rrade with the existing pre -service subject matter training programs

offered by the colleges and unlv'jraltie.s of Wisconsin and the pre-

service training of the tenchers.

All pertinent data was collected by me^ns of a questionnaire. It

included data concerning (l) to-icher opinion of twenty -four key prepar-

ation subjects and (2) pre -service training in the same twenty -four

subjects. Data concerning the required subjects in biology, the required

number of hours in biology, and the suggested subjects in the related

sciences were obtained from the bulletins of twenty-nine colleges and

universities in Wisconsin.

A suminary of the data follows:

(1) Ratings reported by the sample placed a higher value on sub-

jects in the field of chemistry than the subjects in the other related

sciences. General chemistry was considered necessary by 91.3 per cent,

organic chemistry by A3,3 per cent, and biochemistry by 55»7 psr cent.

(2) Teachers were not in complete agreement with a 'common core

of subjects' as projKJsed by the American Association for the Advancement

of Science,

(3) The teachers indicated that they would reculre botany, zoology,

genetics, physlolo.gy, vertebrate anatomy, invertebrate zoology, ecology,

field biology, and microbiology, fiach of the five major are.is of

biology were represented by one or more of these subjects.



(k) Only 72.1 per cent of the respondents would require rrethods

of teaching. There was an Indication that the subject should be con-

structed specifically for the teaching area.

(5) With the exception of geneni cherristry (37.7 per cent) and

physics (6l.ii per cent), the majority of teachers were deficient of

credit in the related sciences.

(6) Of the fifty-oeven reporting te=-ichers, 73.9 per cent had

received credit in each of the five major areas. Zoology (93.3 per c'ent),

botany (93*0 Psr cent), physiology (39*3 P^r cent), and genetics (89.5

per cent) ware the most frequently reported subjects.

(7) The tenchors hnve indicated that advinced training in chem-

istry is necessary. Organic oriented subjects leading toward a double

major of biology and chemistry is advisable.

(3) Almost one-half of the teachers w-re in opposition to a

state required subject in conservation.

(9) More than one -third of the teachers did not possess the

equivalent of a major in biology. However, ^l.ii per cent of the teachers

found no difficulty in meeting the state renuirement of thirty-four

sem.ester hours in the major field.

(10) Credit in a number of subjects should be e^-phasised in pre-

ference to semester hour credit,

(11) A pre -service program of thirty-six to thirty-nine hours in

nine biology subjects and a minor in chemistry were recorarendad by the

sum.ple ,



From the study, Lt rray be concluded that the mnjority of biology

teachers of the City of yilwaukes had taken an adequate nurrber of sub-

jects and semester hours. The subjects v^.re evenly divided over the

major areas of biology. However, there was sore deficiency in the

related subjects.

Qualifications for graduation and certification would be rore

realistic If expressed as a number of subjects or areas. The respondent's

opinions not only exceed, but they are more specific than the current

state requirements In Wisconsin. Howevr, their recorrrrend-itions are

low when compared to the recom.mendatlons of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science.


